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Not the easiest text to follow and there are little to no examples, but the content feels

complete.Incredible price on the international edition.However, the pages are so thin, I can read 2

pages behind the one that I have open presently and it gives me a little bit of a headache. I doubt

the binding will last long either. Still, at 1/10 the price of the hard cover, it was well worth it.

Very helpful for my thermofluids course.

As I see it, text books are meant to instruct the readers on the rules and such surrounding a specific

subject. This book covers such a broad swath of topics that it is nearly impossible for the author to

spend enough time on each individual topic. If you are looking for a reference book that has a good

set of condensed equations, tables, and figures, this is a good book for you. However, if you actually

want to learn about viscous fluid flow, you should probably look at another book.

nice and clean copy and the most important thing ,,,, cheap

Very descriptive book, although it is not a good book for undergraduate classes.



This text does cover viscous flow topics very thoroughly but sometimes a little difficult to follow. Very

few examples, but a good text for an upper level class. Not for an intro to viscous fluid flows.

It is hard to tell how this book might be in a normal way, as I purchased from SouthAsiaBooks and

received a copy that was invalid, i.e. for sale only in India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan... and not the

American version as represented in the description. There are many grammatical errors that make it

hard to comprehend the contents and the book itself is poorly constructed. Perhaps the correct

version of the book is better, but be careful who you buy from.

Very late delivery. But product meets the description given. Book is a good read. Worth buying.
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